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Benefits of Open Access
• A bigger audience
• A diverse, int’l audience
• A representative audience
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The perils of closed data
“It has been retracted because the results 
were not reproducible, and the authors 
found data missing from a lab notebook.”
“The announcement is the latest example 
of the ‘reproducibility crisis’…”
Open Data and Citations
• “Publicly available data was significantly (p = 0.006) associated with a 69% increase in 
citations…” 1
• “Papers with publicly available microarray data received more citations than similar 
papers that did not make their data available…” 2
• “We also find that articles with these statements… can have up to 25.36% higher 
citation impact on average.” 3
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Open Data
Where data is available:
“Data supporting this publication can be obtained from 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1218933 under a Creative 
Commons Attribution license (CC-BY).”
Where data sharing needs to be approved:
“Supporting data are available, subject to a non-disclosure 
agreement. For access please contact 
Team/Department/ResearchGroup@herts.ac.uk in the first 
instance.”
Where no new data has been generated: 
“No new data was collected or generated during the 
course of research.”




Making your data open
UHRA
ORCID
• ORCID is a persistent identifier for a person:
• Register your ORCID in 30 seconds at http://orcid.org
• Use your ORCID whenever you can, on all outputs – soon 
there will be tools that can automatically aggregate and 
propagate your work, for example ORCID itself, Google 
Scholar, university research information systems.
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